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the iowa state preserves system was created in 1965 a decade later thirty preserves had been
dedicated including six native prairies a native white pine stand the state s only sphagnum bog a
balsam fir stand some of the oldest exposed rock outcrops in the world an ancient fort a fen several
indian mound groups and a historical cemetery this new guide to all ninety iowa state preserves
biological geological archaeological historical and scenic describes the state s most treasured prairies
and forests quartzite outcrops and ice caves and indian mounds and wetlands as well as such
historic sites as fort atkinson and montauk each entry includes two color progressively scaled maps
giving the location of the preserve within the state within its county relative to a nearby town
with a recommended driving route and on the local landscape using usgs 7 5 minute topo maps
also included are written directions using 911 street names and signs a description of the preserve
s size features and history a list of nearby or similar preserves parks natural areas and other
attractions recommended readings and contact information there are a few exceptions for privately
owned or fragile preserves for travelers a map in the introduction numbers all the preserves both
geographically and alphabetically by name although the preserves system emphasizes
preservation rather than recreation some preserves do have formal trails some allow hunting
horseback riding and canoeing a few have museums or nature centers this comprehensive guide
allows visitors to plan active and informative visits to sites that highlight iowa s natural and
cultural heritage during the 1930s in the united states the works progress administration
developed the federal writers project to support writers and artists while making a national effort
to document the country s shared history and culture the american guide series consists of
individual guides to each of the states little known authors many of whom would later become
celebrated literary figures were commissioned to write these important books john steinbeck saul
bellow zora neale hurston and ralph ellison are among the more than 6 000 writers editors
historians and researchers who documented this celebration of local histories photographs drawings
driving tours detailed descriptions of towns and rich cultural details exhibit each state s unique
flavor the rolling hills between the mississippi and missouri rivers are home to the midwest s
hawkeye state faithfully cataloged in the wpa guide to iowa stressing the agricultural roots and
varied crops grown throughout the state this guide includes many pictures depicting the lives of
iowa farm workers in the 1930 s the new edition of the popular enjoy iowa s recreation trails
includes updated information on 43 trails at 40 different locations this trail guide provides details
about iowa s best recreation trails in a convenient pocket sized book trailheads local attractions and
amenities and handicap accessibility are outlined for each trail also included on each trail are
detailed maps fee schedules and trail surface types sized to fit backpacks fanny packs bike bags and
glove compartments this personal guide to iowa s best trails is essential for everyone who loves
iowa s great outdoors iowa s verdant countryside is an excellent place for a hike and this guide
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covers the state s varied terrain with a focus on the state parks and recreation areas as americans
geared up for world war ii each state responded according to its economy and circumstances as
well as the disposition of its citizens this book considers the war years in iowa by looking at
activity on different home fronts and analyzing the resilience of iowans in answering the call to
support the war effort with its location in the center of the country far from potentially
threatened coasts iowa was also the center of american isolationism historically republican and
resistant to involvement in another european war yet iowans were quick to step up and lisa ossian
draws on historical archives as well as on artifacts of popular culture to record the rhetoric and
emotion of their support ossian shows how iowans quickly moved from skepticism to
overwhelming enthusiasm for the war and answered the call on four fronts farms factories
communities and kitchens iowa s farmers faced labor and machinery shortages yet produced
record amounts of crops and animals even at the expense of valuable topsoil ordnance plants turned
out bombs and machine gun bullets meanwhile communities supported war bond and scrap drives
while housewives coped with rationing raised victory gardens and turned to home canning the
home fronts of iowa 1939 1945 depicts real people and their concerns showing the price paid in
physical and mental exhaustion and notes the heavy toll exacted on iowa s sons who fell in battle
ossian also considers the relevance of such issues as race class and gender particularly the role of
women on the home front and the recruitment of both women and blacks for factory work taking
into account a prevalent suspicion of ethnic groups by the state s largely homogeneous population
the fact that iowans could become loyal citizen soldiers forming an industrial and defense
commission even before pearl harbor speaks not only to the patriotism of these sturdy
midwesterners but also to the overall resilience of americans in unraveling how iowans could so
overwhelmingly support the war ossian digs deep into history to show us the power of emotion
and to help us better understand why world war ii is consistently remembered as the good war
perfect for iowa state fans who think they already know everything most iowa state fans have
taken in a game at jack trice stadium or the hilton coliseum and have seen highlights of troy davis
and fred hoiberg but only real fans know the original team name the location and story behind the
victory bell or were there when the basketball team made an elite eight run in 2000 100 things
iowa state fans should know do before they die is the ultimate resource guide for true fans of iowa
state athletics whether they are die hard boosters from the days of earle bruce on the gridiron or
new supporters of fred hoiberg and isu hoops fans will value these essential pieces of cyclones
football and basketball knowledge and trivia and all of the must do activities in their lifetime no
scholarly reference library is complete without a copy of ancestry s red book in it you will find
both general and specific information essential to researchers of american records this revised 3rd
edition provides updated county and town listings within the same overall state by state
organization whether you are looking for your ancestors in the northeastern states the south the
west or somewhere in the middle ancestry s red book has information on records and holdings for
every county in the united states as well as excellent maps from renowned mapmaker william
dollarhide in short the red book is simply the book that no genealogist can afford not to have the
availability of census records such as federal state and territorial census reports is covered in detail
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unlike the federal census state and territorial census were taken at different times and different
questions were asked vital records are also discussed including when and where they were kept
and how koistinen s ambitious dating and provocative work is unique to the literature and
advances our understanding of the relationship between war the military and society to a new
level historians for years to come will be grateful for his work richard h kohn author of eagle and
sword the beginnings of the military establishment in america koistinen blends incisive
description and perceptive analysis in the first of a projected five volume study that will likely
become a classic edward m coffman author of the war to end all wars shrubs and vines often
literally overshadowed by trees also receive much less attention than their taller neighbors and
yet they are very important elements of the region s natural landscape a guide to these interesting
and useful plants this book identifies all 150 shrubs and vines native to iowa along with frequently
seen naturalized ones here you ll find the widely distributed buttonbush the distinctive pagoda
dogwoods sumacs with their striking fall foliage the adaptable ninebark the attractive grape
honeysuckle the many species of rubus and wild grapes that provide food for birds and animals
willows with their graceful promise of spring and the diverse viburnums like trees shrubs and
vines are woody plants that are easy to observe year round the first part of this book will help you
identify them illustrated keys take you through the identification process one step at time these
are followed by images and descriptions of all but the rarest species noted naturalists peter van der
linden and donald farrar also provide information about each species distribution ecology and uses
summer and winter features are covered separately to facilitate identification at these two very
different times of year chapters about the culture and natural history of shrubs and vines explain
why the plants grow where they do in nature and show how to use them effectively in outdoor
spaces plants native to iowa have much to offer to the landscaper winter hardiness resistance to
drought and climatic extremes and food and shelter for native wildlife and pollinators many
natives are ornamental as well providing attractive flowers bright autumn displays and colorful
stems or fruits in winter the authors offer tips for selecting planting and caring for these plants
effectively with native plants you can create a landscape that is sustainable authentic to place and
satisfying to you iowa and midwestern arborists conservationists horticulturists landscape architects
gardeners and all those who appreciate the beauty and value of native plants will find shrubs and
vines of iowa immensely useful vol 1 1880 81 v 2 1882 83 v 3 1884 85 v 4 1887 88 v 5 1889 90 v 6
1891 92 v 7 1892 93 v 8 1895 96 v 9 1897 98 v 10 1899 1900 v 11 1901 02 v 12 1903 04 v 13 1905 06
v 14 1908 09 v 15 1910 11 v 16 1912 13 v 17 1914 15 v 18 1916 17 v 19 1918 19 v 20 1922 23 the
tall corn state s agricultural history influences countless aspects of modern life to truly understand
iowa you have to understand the culture of agriculture the stories of the people of the land in
many ways these are untold stories especially as more generations of families are further removed
from living or working on iowa farms visitors from around the globe travel to iowa annually for
major events like the farm progress show the world pork expo and the world food prize
agriculture has shaped iowa s landscape from the location of towns and the evolution of the world
famous iowa state fair to iowa s beloved culinary traditions like breaded pork tenderloins sweet
corn and more join fifth generation iowa farmer darcy dougherty maulsby as she details the
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fascinating history of agriculture in iowa newly expanded with over twenty new houses and
twenty five new photographs plus a map that allows readers to explore iowa city s historic
neighborhoods this silver anniversary edition of margaret keyes 1967 classic will be required
reading for all those fascinated by local history and by the development of architectural styles in
the midwest and for all those devoted to restoring and preserving historic houses today american
motorists can count on being able to drive to virtually any town or city in the continental united
states on a hard surface that was far from being true in the early twentieth century when the
automobile was new and railroads still dominated long distance travel then the roads confronting
would be motorists were not merely bad they were abysmal generally accounted to be the worst
of those of all the industrialized nations the plight of the rapidly rising numbers of early motorists
soon spawned a good roads movement that included many efforts to build and pave long distance
colorfully named auto trails across the length and breadth of the nation full of a can do optimism
these early partisans of motoring sought to link together existing roads and then make them fit for
automobile driving blazing marking grading draining bridging and paving them the most famous
of these named highways was the lincoln highway between new york city and san francisco by
early 1916 a proposed counterpart coursing north and south from winnipeg to new orleans had
also been laid out called the jefferson highway it eventually followed several routes through
minnesota iowa missouri kansas oklahoma texas arkansas and louisiana the jefferson highway the
first book on this pioneering road covers its origin history and significance as well as its eventual
fading from most memories following the replacement of names by numbers on long distance
highways after 1926 saluting one of the most important of the early named highways on the
occasion of its 100th anniversary historian lyell d henry jr contributes to the growing literature on
the earliest days of road building and long distance motoring in the united states for readers who
might also want to drive the original route of the jefferson highway three chapters trace that
route through iowa pointing out many vintage features of the roadside along the way the perfect
book for a summer road trip
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the iowa state preserves system was created in 1965 a decade later thirty preserves had been
dedicated including six native prairies a native white pine stand the state s only sphagnum bog a
balsam fir stand some of the oldest exposed rock outcrops in the world an ancient fort a fen several
indian mound groups and a historical cemetery this new guide to all ninety iowa state preserves
biological geological archaeological historical and scenic describes the state s most treasured prairies
and forests quartzite outcrops and ice caves and indian mounds and wetlands as well as such
historic sites as fort atkinson and montauk each entry includes two color progressively scaled maps
giving the location of the preserve within the state within its county relative to a nearby town
with a recommended driving route and on the local landscape using usgs 7 5 minute topo maps
also included are written directions using 911 street names and signs a description of the preserve
s size features and history a list of nearby or similar preserves parks natural areas and other
attractions recommended readings and contact information there are a few exceptions for privately
owned or fragile preserves for travelers a map in the introduction numbers all the preserves both
geographically and alphabetically by name although the preserves system emphasizes
preservation rather than recreation some preserves do have formal trails some allow hunting
horseback riding and canoeing a few have museums or nature centers this comprehensive guide
allows visitors to plan active and informative visits to sites that highlight iowa s natural and
cultural heritage

Iowa: A Guide to the Hawkeye State
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during the 1930s in the united states the works progress administration developed the federal
writers project to support writers and artists while making a national effort to document the
country s shared history and culture the american guide series consists of individual guides to each
of the states little known authors many of whom would later become celebrated literary figures
were commissioned to write these important books john steinbeck saul bellow zora neale hurston
and ralph ellison are among the more than 6 000 writers editors historians and researchers who
documented this celebration of local histories photographs drawings driving tours detailed
descriptions of towns and rich cultural details exhibit each state s unique flavor the rolling hills
between the mississippi and missouri rivers are home to the midwest s hawkeye state faithfully
cataloged in the wpa guide to iowa stressing the agricultural roots and varied crops grown
throughout the state this guide includes many pictures depicting the lives of iowa farm workers
in the 1930 s
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the new edition of the popular enjoy iowa s recreation trails includes updated information on 43
trails at 40 different locations this trail guide provides details about iowa s best recreation trails in a
convenient pocket sized book trailheads local attractions and amenities and handicap accessibility
are outlined for each trail also included on each trail are detailed maps fee schedules and trail
surface types sized to fit backpacks fanny packs bike bags and glove compartments this personal
guide to iowa s best trails is essential for everyone who loves iowa s great outdoors

The Iowa State Constitution
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iowa s verdant countryside is an excellent place for a hike and this guide covers the state s varied
terrain with a focus on the state parks and recreation areas

Iowa, a Guide to the Hawkeye State

1949

as americans geared up for world war ii each state responded according to its economy and
circumstances as well as the disposition of its citizens this book considers the war years in iowa by
looking at activity on different home fronts and analyzing the resilience of iowans in answering
the call to support the war effort with its location in the center of the country far from potentially
threatened coasts iowa was also the center of american isolationism historically republican and
resistant to involvement in another european war yet iowans were quick to step up and lisa ossian
draws on historical archives as well as on artifacts of popular culture to record the rhetoric and
emotion of their support ossian shows how iowans quickly moved from skepticism to
overwhelming enthusiasm for the war and answered the call on four fronts farms factories
communities and kitchens iowa s farmers faced labor and machinery shortages yet produced
record amounts of crops and animals even at the expense of valuable topsoil ordnance plants turned
out bombs and machine gun bullets meanwhile communities supported war bond and scrap drives
while housewives coped with rationing raised victory gardens and turned to home canning the
home fronts of iowa 1939 1945 depicts real people and their concerns showing the price paid in
physical and mental exhaustion and notes the heavy toll exacted on iowa s sons who fell in battle
ossian also considers the relevance of such issues as race class and gender particularly the role of
women on the home front and the recruitment of both women and blacks for factory work taking
into account a prevalent suspicion of ethnic groups by the state s largely homogeneous population



the fact that iowans could become loyal citizen soldiers forming an industrial and defense
commission even before pearl harbor speaks not only to the patriotism of these sturdy
midwesterners but also to the overall resilience of americans in unraveling how iowans could so
overwhelmingly support the war ossian digs deep into history to show us the power of emotion
and to help us better understand why world war ii is consistently remembered as the good war

Iowa

1941

perfect for iowa state fans who think they already know everything most iowa state fans have
taken in a game at jack trice stadium or the hilton coliseum and have seen highlights of troy davis
and fred hoiberg but only real fans know the original team name the location and story behind the
victory bell or were there when the basketball team made an elite eight run in 2000 100 things
iowa state fans should know do before they die is the ultimate resource guide for true fans of iowa
state athletics whether they are die hard boosters from the days of earle bruce on the gridiron or
new supporters of fred hoiberg and isu hoops fans will value these essential pieces of cyclones
football and basketball knowledge and trivia and all of the must do activities in their lifetime

Food Safety

2000

no scholarly reference library is complete without a copy of ancestry s red book in it you will find
both general and specific information essential to researchers of american records this revised 3rd
edition provides updated county and town listings within the same overall state by state
organization whether you are looking for your ancestors in the northeastern states the south the
west or somewhere in the middle ancestry s red book has information on records and holdings for
every county in the united states as well as excellent maps from renowned mapmaker william
dollarhide in short the red book is simply the book that no genealogist can afford not to have the
availability of census records such as federal state and territorial census reports is covered in detail
unlike the federal census state and territorial census were taken at different times and different
questions were asked vital records are also discussed including when and where they were kept
and how

Annual Report of the Iowa State Agricultural Society
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koistinen s ambitious dating and provocative work is unique to the literature and advances our
understanding of the relationship between war the military and society to a new level historians



for years to come will be grateful for his work richard h kohn author of eagle and sword the
beginnings of the military establishment in america koistinen blends incisive description and
perceptive analysis in the first of a projected five volume study that will likely become a classic
edward m coffman author of the war to end all wars

Write to Be Read

1990

shrubs and vines often literally overshadowed by trees also receive much less attention than their
taller neighbors and yet they are very important elements of the region s natural landscape a
guide to these interesting and useful plants this book identifies all 150 shrubs and vines native to
iowa along with frequently seen naturalized ones here you ll find the widely distributed
buttonbush the distinctive pagoda dogwoods sumacs with their striking fall foliage the adaptable
ninebark the attractive grape honeysuckle the many species of rubus and wild grapes that provide
food for birds and animals willows with their graceful promise of spring and the diverse
viburnums like trees shrubs and vines are woody plants that are easy to observe year round the
first part of this book will help you identify them illustrated keys take you through the
identification process one step at time these are followed by images and descriptions of all but the
rarest species noted naturalists peter van der linden and donald farrar also provide information
about each species distribution ecology and uses summer and winter features are covered
separately to facilitate identification at these two very different times of year chapters about the
culture and natural history of shrubs and vines explain why the plants grow where they do in
nature and show how to use them effectively in outdoor spaces plants native to iowa have much
to offer to the landscaper winter hardiness resistance to drought and climatic extremes and food
and shelter for native wildlife and pollinators many natives are ornamental as well providing
attractive flowers bright autumn displays and colorful stems or fruits in winter the authors offer
tips for selecting planting and caring for these plants effectively with native plants you can create
a landscape that is sustainable authentic to place and satisfying to you iowa and midwestern
arborists conservationists horticulturists landscape architects gardeners and all those who appreciate
the beauty and value of native plants will find shrubs and vines of iowa immensely useful
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vol 1 1880 81 v 2 1882 83 v 3 1884 85 v 4 1887 88 v 5 1889 90 v 6 1891 92 v 7 1892 93 v 8 1895 96
v 9 1897 98 v 10 1899 1900 v 11 1901 02 v 12 1903 04 v 13 1905 06 v 14 1908 09 v 15 1910 11 v 16
1912 13 v 17 1914 15 v 18 1916 17 v 19 1918 19 v 20 1922 23
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the tall corn state s agricultural history influences countless aspects of modern life to truly
understand iowa you have to understand the culture of agriculture the stories of the people of the
land in many ways these are untold stories especially as more generations of families are further
removed from living or working on iowa farms visitors from around the globe travel to iowa
annually for major events like the farm progress show the world pork expo and the world food
prize agriculture has shaped iowa s landscape from the location of towns and the evolution of the
world famous iowa state fair to iowa s beloved culinary traditions like breaded pork tenderloins
sweet corn and more join fifth generation iowa farmer darcy dougherty maulsby as she details the
fascinating history of agriculture in iowa
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newly expanded with over twenty new houses and twenty five new photographs plus a map
that allows readers to explore iowa city s historic neighborhoods this silver anniversary edition of
margaret keyes 1967 classic will be required reading for all those fascinated by local history and by
the development of architectural styles in the midwest and for all those devoted to restoring and
preserving historic houses
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today american motorists can count on being able to drive to virtually any town or city in the
continental united states on a hard surface that was far from being true in the early twentieth
century when the automobile was new and railroads still dominated long distance travel then the
roads confronting would be motorists were not merely bad they were abysmal generally
accounted to be the worst of those of all the industrialized nations the plight of the rapidly rising
numbers of early motorists soon spawned a good roads movement that included many efforts to
build and pave long distance colorfully named auto trails across the length and breadth of the
nation full of a can do optimism these early partisans of motoring sought to link together existing
roads and then make them fit for automobile driving blazing marking grading draining bridging
and paving them the most famous of these named highways was the lincoln highway between
new york city and san francisco by early 1916 a proposed counterpart coursing north and south



from winnipeg to new orleans had also been laid out called the jefferson highway it eventually
followed several routes through minnesota iowa missouri kansas oklahoma texas arkansas and
louisiana the jefferson highway the first book on this pioneering road covers its origin history and
significance as well as its eventual fading from most memories following the replacement of
names by numbers on long distance highways after 1926 saluting one of the most important of the
early named highways on the occasion of its 100th anniversary historian lyell d henry jr
contributes to the growing literature on the earliest days of road building and long distance
motoring in the united states for readers who might also want to drive the original route of the
jefferson highway three chapters trace that route through iowa pointing out many vintage
features of the roadside along the way the perfect book for a summer road trip
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